
THE MUSE



A collaboration between Ipse Ipsa Ipsum and A M R 

studio, explores the eclectic taste of a Designers Muse 
and seasoned collector of modern furniture and screen 
production property.

Presented as the reimagined 1972, Rive Gauche Estate 
sale of the designers muse Salome.

A collection of Object d’Art and 

Collectables of Cinematic scale

THE MUSE



“Ipse Ipsa Ipsum accords equal value to the designer, 
craftsman and consumer. The designer, we collaborate with is 
freed from designing for factory production with their designs 
handcrafted by artisans using unique materials. We provide 

the craftsmen not only a permanent source of income but also 
the dignity of preserving their centuries-old craftsmanship. As a 

result, the customer is able to make bespoke furniture choices in 
designing their own home at reasonable price points.”

FOUNDER
IPSE IPSA IPSUM

Saurabh Mangla is the Founder of Ipse Ipsa Ipsum, a brand of 
luxurious yet accessible handcrafted furniture and accessories 
for the global market. At the core of his design philosophy is his 
belief in combining forward-facing aesthetics from around the 
world with traditional craftsmanship. 

With the art of the craftsmen rapidly disappearing, the 
customer being forced-fed with mass-produced furniture and 
the designer succumbing to designing for mass production, 
Saurabh feels that all is not right with the world.

Ipse Ipsa Ipsum is an effort to correct this imbalance in the 
eco-system. Saurabh strongly believes in empowering the 
designer, craftsman, and consumer within the Ipse Ipsa Ipsum 
community, presenting a new thinking and bold narrative to 
the world to help it make a more equitable place.

Passionate about creatively combining materials or crafting 
techniques, he hopes to make unique handcrafted blends 
more accessible. In 2017, Ipse Ipsa Ipsum’s collection won Best 
in Living Room Award and in 2018, it won the Best Concept 
Living Award in International Furniture Fair, Singapore.

Saurabh Mangla



The MUSE collection has pivotal pieces 
in bone, leather and polished metals 
which feel nostalgic yet modern. The 
limited Edition pieces are presented as the 
reimagined 1972, Rive Gauche Estate Sale 
of the designers muse Salome.

London based Multi Media Design A M R Studio 
assures a sleek, highly provocative style under the 
Direction of Amr Ali. An emphasis on Bespoke Services, 
Curation and Art Direction deliver his signature “Modern 
Orientalist” style to Fashion, Branding, Architecture and 
Interior Design.

Amr’s signature “Modern Orientalist” style developed in his 
Mise en Scene Photographic work, transcends the Cinematic 
backdrop and into his Interior Design and Development work.
 
Armed with a host of Collaborations with Industry Leaders 
and Muses from the world of Cinema and Music, Amr Ali 
continues to deploy his highly evocative, narrative like sense 
of style across a variety of fields of Design from Fashion, 
Interiors, Resort Developments and now, a Premiere Line of 
Furniture and lighting objects.

studio



THE MUSE

Rue de Babylone; RIVE GAUCHE, 1972

Settled in her Penthouse Apartment on the Bohemian Left 
Bank, Salome was feted by Helmut Newton, Saint Laurent, 
Guy Bourdin, and Muse to the Avant Garde of the Age.

Her Private rooms played host to a series of lovers from The 
Aga Khan to The Rolling Stones and Satre, in scenes set to 
seduce designed by a famed Art Director, renowned for 
conjuring magic in Palaces and Seats of Power.

I was greeted by Deep Rouge Lacquer Walls and Venetian 
Plaster Ceilings, giving backdrop settings to beaten metal 
Day Beds and Old World Heirlooms passed down by her Art 
collecting forebears. She lay on woven animal tapestries, 
piled onto a Day Bed, which, I’m told was gifted by a 
Hollywood Studio Tycoon.

Her nude body was wrapped in Clouds of Frankincense 
which hung in the perfumed air undisturbed by the gilded 
grass cloth fans, held still and aloft on fine leather spears.

The soft light from a large ancient Oracle like bowl pierced 
the air; It was only then that I realised we were not alone; 
Her famed African Eunuch Twins cast a protective eye 
over my silhouette as I stood in the open doorway awaiting 
permission to enter.



A brass-plated cushioned day-bed in 
the style of “Arte-Moderne”

LOT 101 : BA701

Double ended wooden Chaise Lounge Entirely 
brass clad, with hidden slide out trays. 
Optional loose upholstered cylinder end cushions 
and base available.

Signed Limited Edition

85 X 187 X 57 CM

The Odalisque

Purchased from the Private Collection of Cedric Gibbons 
Cinema Production Designer; Los Angeles 1968



A tessellated horn tribal-style 
mask cocktail bar

LOT 102 :  BA1401

Mounted upon revolving brass cylinder, 
and leather bound foot.

Reverse upholstered saddle leather divides 
and shelves, with partial mirror back

108 x 50 x 180 CM

The Baron Samadi

Purchased from P.C. Lu and Sons Ltd.
Hong Kong, 17 December 1969 

Gifted by Cinema Actor and Dancer Geoffrey 
Holder, and named after the Actor’s 1974 role 
“Baron Samedi” - Live and Let Die released 1973

Signed Limited Edition



A brass covered triptych 
folding screen 

LOT 103 : BA1501

Wooden triple panel screen depicting a Jaguar 
at the watering hole, carved in relief hand-made 
in brass. The Screen has upholstered leather panel 
rear with saloon hinges.

240 x 5 x 180 CM

The Golden Screen

Purchased from P.C. Lu and Sons Ltd. 
Hong Kong, 17 December 1969 

Signed Limited Edition



A hand-beaten, bone and leather hallway trio

Obsession with levitation manifests through Illusion 
Theatre, Furniture and Objects throughout the 
1920’s. The “Floating Orb” made famous by “The 
Wizard of the West” used illusionary techniques 
learnt on travels to the Far East, where “impossible” 
feats of balance were were also deployed to 
entrance the Audience..

The Illusion Hallway Set

LOT 104 D : 3 piece set

A wall mirror with tesselated bone shelf 
part of or separate to  LOT 104

With an inset circular plate, mounted in 
brass lip. Hanging inset on reverse.

141 X 16.5 X 110 CM

1920’s Surrealist Studio (Levitation series)

LOT 104 A : BA801



A tesselated bone console table on 
“omega” leather bound
part of or separate to LOT 104

“Sun Ray” tessellated top with Scallop edge 
and hidden cache drawer.

141 X 40 X 85 CM

1920’s Surrealist Studio (Levitation series)

LOT 104 B : BA901

A concave polished brass dome backed stool
part of or separate to LOT 104

Constructivism style brass supports to leather bound seat and back.
50 X 45 X 50 CM

1920’s Surrealist Studio (Levitation series)

LOT 104 C : BA1001



A hammered brass escritoire with 
delaunay leather inlay

Kidney shaped Dressing Table or Desk with inner 
footwell. Revolving plate set into saddle stitched 
leather top. Various drawers, slide out trays and 
compartment to both sides.

180 X 90 X 75 CM

The Zoran Desk

LOT 105 : BA1301

Created from Pinewood Studio 
Production design Sketches intended 
for scenes set at “ZORAN INDUSTRIES”, 
featured in novels by Ian Fleming

Signed Limited Edition

Hand hammered Brass sheet cladding



A hammered brass escritoire with 
delaunay leather inlay

Transferable “Oracle” stool with 
reverse backgammon “shesh besh” 
games table

73 X 73 X 45 CM

The Shesh Besh

LOT 106 : BA101

In the (modern) Arab Levant and Iraq it is called tawle 
which means table, and it is also called shesh besh (shesh 

means 6 in Aramaic and Phoenician, but derives from 
Phoenician. Remains of a board game from 3000 BC were 

found at Shahr-e Sukhteh (Persian ھتخوس رھش) in Iran.



A tesselated bone pedestal cabinet

Pedestal liquor cabinet on brass 
foot with hinged door and portable 
service tray

45 X 45 X 57 CM

Herodotus mentions palm-wood casks used in 
shipping Armenian wine to Babylon in Mesopotamia, 
the barrel as we know it today are still of great 
importance in the aging of wines and spirits.

The Drum

LOT 107 : BA1101



A tesselated bone large coffer

Double stacked bone coffer with hydraulic lifting 
laptop height work station, lined in beaten brass 
with brass plinth.

100 X 70.5 X 41 CM

These chests, known as “dower chests” in the Middle East. 
For it, we see two names used: The muqaddimah was 

specifically for the bride’s personal possessions; sunduq, 
which normally came in matching pairs, were for other 

goods. They were not usually elaborately decorated, 
except in the case of the ruling class.

The Dower Chest

LOT 108 : BA201



A hammered brass uplight/side table

Large incantation brass bowl, adapted 
Mid-Century to illuminate. Raised upon 
interlocking cross shaped lucite stand.

49 X 49 X 50 CM

Indiscernible age bowl for practising Ancient Medicine, or Spells, 
Acquired in Bahla, Oman and adapted in European Studio.

The bowl spells represent some of the earliest attestations of 
biblical passages not found in the Dead Sea Scrolls and display 

formal features useful for reconstructing linguistic

The Oracle

LOT 109 :  BA601



A tesselated bone pedestal cabinet

Large brass bowl raised up on a 
interlocking cross shaped lucite stand, 
raises the glass top beaten brass bowl to 
coffee table height.

73 X 73 X 46 CM

Indiscernible age bowl believed purpose; Practising Ancient 
Medicine, or Spells. Acquired in Bahla, Oman and adapted 
in European Studio.

The bowl spells represent some of the earliest attestations 
of biblical passages not found in the Dead Sea Scrolls and 
display formal features useful for reconstructing linguistic

The Oracle Centre Table

LOT 110 : BA1201



A brass and paper floor standing lamp

Double-stemmed leather bound reeds 
supporting back-lit concertinaed 
paper shields. Leather bound foot, 
interchangeable paper inserts.

105 X 32 X 175 CM

TESSEN: A Japanese metal bar designed to look like a 
folded fan that was used as a protective weapon.

Next to the folding fans, the rigid hand screen fan, 
was also a highly decorative and desired object 
among the ruling classes; Shielding the face against 
the glare of the sun or the fire.

available in  2 versions (left & right)

The Tessen Floor Lamp
LOT 111 : BA301/BA302



A brass and paper table lamp

Back-lit concertinaed paper shield. 
Leather bound foot. Interchangeable 
paper inserts.

BA401 Large - 81 X 25 X 51 CM
BA501 Small - 61 X 25 X 25 CM

TESSEN: A Japanese metal bar designed to look like a 
folded fan that was used as a protective weapon.

The Tessen Table Lamp

LOT 111 : BA401 (Large)/BA501 (Small)



Adjustable Brass Uplight 

Beaten Brass ball on leather cylinder, 
with gold flex and table switch

Modelled on a theatrical footlight 
illuminating stars of stage and cinema, 
and adding mood to any room.

12 X 12 X 22 CM

The Art Light

LOT 112 : BA1601



In a society where homogeneity is the order of life, 
conforming to society norm quite frankly leads to 
the elimination of individuality. At ipse ipsa ipsum, 
we celebrate living a life less ordinary because we 
believe you should live life on your own terms.

Combining a high level of craftsmanship with unique 
materials, we offer an array of customisable functions 
to enliven your living space in a myriad of ways. As 
creators, curators and purveyors, we live to inspire 
you to see the ordinary in a new light.

www.ipseipsaipsum.com

Tan Boon Liat Bldg #11- 02
315 Outram Road
Singapore 169074

+65 9271 7176


